HaLaKa HaDeReK, ShPhaH HaDBR…. Walk the Walk, Talk the Talk
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There is a “Plan”, and One who intended it to be, who made it so, and this is it.
Everything is built according to the Plan which is the Fractal Source Code which is
actually the DNA type model of its author.
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The Code sustains Life- to counter it attracts Death… but Life is recoverable.
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Existence is constant “Now”… maintained by the proactive “Choice” to live.
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Words are the tool for propagating generationsfor generating a quickened consciousness.
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Truth begets Life.  Falsehood is counter to all progression and thwarts possibility.
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Purity cohabits with Purity, creating synergy such that  3+3= 6, but yields 7.
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The Declaration of pure words with pure intent, identify the pure essence…
As synchronized gears of a differential… a lockset of aligned tumblers.
7 Phase Circuit :  puzzle pieces fit together exactly are simply proof in one dimension…
and yet another tool for use in the next environ.
Activation of the system is self-sustaining…
as an energy shield dissipates adversity when in use.
Instructions are universally codified, encrypted into every atom,
and every process of the Cosmos.
“What If…”. The code was lost ?   The Cipher fractured ?   The Resonance distorted ?
The “Pure Tone” is the Plan- the DNA of the Hebrew ALEF-BEIT…
kept safe and secure for posterity, and is accessed through repetitive diligent Study.
The Plan includes provision for an incubation phase of dormancy until environmental
Conditions are hospitable for re-emergence.
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Hopes and Pleas are worthless unless the environment of “agreement ACxD” is mutually
engaged by both YHUH and YSRAL.
Fail-Safe.  Absolute.  Structural Integrity.  Genius of Engineering.  It works every time.
“Guaranteed”.
From every angle, every phase, every excuse, every consideration.  Fool-proof.
Self-correcting analytics.
Not only Theory for intellectual regard,
practical application for individual and communal use.
Concept of beyond “Now” yields the consideration of “preparation”,  scope,
abstract assessment,  and projection.
Promise of exponential amplification:  “Trebuchet effect”.
The future phase after emergence from the dormancy is the objective:  the production of
yet another tool for use in the next environ yet forthcoming as promised.
The “Tool” is conformed to the essence and purity of the Plan, according to the Code…
and lives or dies, accordingly, forever.
“Thus”.     Such-  is the Insignia, the “Wax Seal”, the Emperor’s Decree.

             
His personal Blessing and Companionship is accessible via each of the 22 aspects…
Individually, Collectively, and synergistically.

